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Abstract— In this project, we are going to leverage the open 

source Blockchain concept to propose a design for new 

Blockchain based E-Voting that could be use in local and 

national elections. The goal of this project is to keep the 

integrity of the vote casted by the voter in the elections. The 

proposed Blockchain-based E-Voting will be secure, reliable 

and anonymous and will help to increase the number of voters 

and their trust. In past few years we have seen questions being 

raised on tampering of votes in Indian voting system. As we 

already seen Blockchain security in Bitcoin we learn the same 

and introduce it into our current voting system which is 

criticize. Using this project, we try to overcome the security 

issues in present voting system. This project is 

mathematically protected and is maintained by a network of 

peers. Digital signatures authorise individual voter’s 

transaction basically votes which are stored in the 

Blockchain.    
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The most common ways to do the votes are: 

A. Traditional Voting System:  

In traditional voting system paper is used for voting process. 

There is no scope for automation in paper-based ballot 

system. Post-election, it consumes lots of time to count the 

votes before declare the results. Casting votes using paper 

ballot consumes more time. The cost of expenditure on the 

paper ballot is way higher than on EVMs. In few places where 

the governance is corrupt, they can insert several bogus paper 

votes in the ballot and then it becomes impossible to track the 

fake votes. 

B. Electronic Voting System:  

Electronic voting is a term used to describe a voting using 

electronic systems (like computers, mobile phone, tabs) to 

cast and count votes. It eliminates the possibility of non-valid 

and doubtful votes and reduces the voting controversies. It 

makes the process of counting of votes and generate results 

faster than the traditional system. It reduces the use of papers 

used thus saving a large number of trees and makes the 

process Eco-friendly. It reduces cost of printing as only one 

voter list is required for each Polling Station. It reduces 

transportation cost as nothing is transported during election. 

The main goal of using blockchain in this project is to 

increase the security in voting system and gain people trust 

and also attract the more numbers of voters. This project helps 

to reduce the paperwork and workload in current voting 

system. Here votes are immutable, no bogus votes are 

allowed and reduced time delay in posting the results of the 

voting process. We can keep the historic reference of votes. 

II. BLOCKCHAIN 

Blockchain is a decentralised distributed ledger of records or 

blocks, where each block contains a set of transaction, hash 

of the previous block and a timestamp, unquestionable by 

everybody in the system. It is typically managed in a p2p 

network paradigm. It is an immutable distributed ledger. 

Once a data is recorded it cannot be changed retroactively as 

it will require to change all the subsequent blocks. Therefore, 

recently mined blocks are less reliable and those which are 

mined before are more reliable. 

A. Types of Blockchains: 

1) Public Blockchain:  

Open Blockchain conventions depend on Proof of Work 

(PoW) agreement calculations are open source and not 

permissioned. Anyone can participate, without permission. 

2) Federated Blockchains or Consortium Blockchains: 

Federated Blockchains operate under the leadership of a 

group. Instead of open Blockchains, they don't permit any 

unapproved with access to the Internet to take part during the 

time spent confirming exchanges. Combined Blockchains are 

quicker (higher versatility) and give more exchange security.  

3) Private Blockchain:  

Compose consents are held concentrated to one association. 

Peruse authorizations might be open or limited to a subjective 

degree. Model applications incorporate database the 

executives, evaluating, and so forth which are interior to a 

solitary organization, thus open coherence may by and large 

not be important by any means. 

B. System Requirements: 

Our e-Voting arrangement will incorporate four primary 

prerequisites that can be delineated as appeared as follows: 

1) Authentication:  

Only individuals officially enrolled to cast a ballot can make 

a choice. Our system will not support a registration process. 

Registration usually requires verification of certain 

information and documents to comply with current laws, 

which could not be done online in a secure manner. Hence, 

the framework ought to have the capacity to confirm voters' 

characters against a recently checked database, and afterward 

given them a chance to cast a ballot just once. 

2) Anonymity:  

The e-Voting framework ought not permit any connections 

between voters' personalities and polls. The voter needs to 

stay unknown amid and after the decision. 

3) Accuracy:  

Votes must be exact; each vote ought to be checked, and can't 

be changed, copied or evacuated. 
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Fig. 1: Simplified Representation of the e-Voting System 

4) Verifiability:  

The system should be verifiable to make sure all votes are 

counted correctly. Close to the primary necessity, our answer 

bolsters portability, adaptability, and proficiency. However, 

we will limit this paper’s discussion to the four main 

requirements. 

C. Representation of the E-Voting System: 

1) Requesting to Vote:  

The client should sign in to the casting a ballot framework 

utilizing his qualifications for this situation, the e-Voting 

framework will utilize his Social Security Number his 

location, and the casting a ballot affirmation numbers gave to 

enrolled voters by the neighbourhood experts. The system 

will check all information entered and, if matched with a valid 

voter, the user will be authorized to cast a vote. Our e-Voting 

framework won't enable members to produce their very own 

characters and register to cast a ballot. System will assign one 

private key to each user. User can use that private key only 

once. Systems that allow identities to be arbitrarily generated 

are usually vulnerable to the Sybil attack, where assailants 

guarantee an extensive number of phony personalities and 

stuff the polling booth with ill-conceived cast a ballot. 

 
Fig. 2: Creation of new Block containing a Hash Value and 

a Vote 

2) Casting a Vote:  

Voters should decide to either vote in favour of one of the 

competitors or make a challenge choice. Making the choice 

will be done through a benevolent UI Voter will use his/her 

private key and cast the vote on blockchain server. 

3) Encrypting Votes:  

After the client makes his choice, the framework will create 

an info that contains the voter distinguishing proof number 

pursued by the total name of the voter just as the hash of the 

past vote. Along these lines each information will be 

exceptional and guarantee that the encoded yield will be 

remarkable too. The encrypted information will be recorded 

in the block header of each vote cast. The data identified with 

each vote will be encoded utilizing SHA-256, which is a 

single direction hash work that has no known turn around to 

it. The main hypothetically conceivable approach to switch 

the hash is surmise the seed information and the encryption 

strategy and after that hash it to check whether the outcomes 

coordinate. Along these lines of hashing cast a ballot makes 

it almost difficult to figure out, thusly there would be no 

chance voters' data could be recovered.  

4) Adding the vote to the Blockchain:  

After a square is made, and relying upon the applicant chose, 

the data is recorded in the relating Blockchain. Each square 

gets connected to the recently made choice. 

 
Fig. 4: A Simple Representation of the Blockchain Structure 

of each Candidate 

III. CONCLUSION 

The main goal to adapt blockchain based digital voting 

systems to make the public electoral process cheaper, faster 

and easier, is a compelling one in modern society. Making the 

electoral process cheap and quick, normalizes it in the eyes of 

the voters, removes a certain power barrier between the voter 

and the elected official and puts a certain amount of pressure 

on the elected official. It also opens the door for a more direct 

form of democracy, allowing voters to express their will on 

individual bills and propositions. In this paper, we introduced 

a unique, blockchain-based electronic voting system that 

utilizes smart contracts to enable secure and cos efficient 

election while guaranteeing voters privacy. We have outlined 

the systems architecture, the design, and a security analysis 

of the system. By comparison to previous work, we have 

shown that the blockchain technology offers a new possibility 

for democratic countries to advance from the pen and paper 

election scheme, to a more cost-and time-efficient election 

scheme, while increasing the security measures of the todays 

scheme and offer new possibilities of transparency. 
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